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Do You Trust Your Prop Shop?

Now that I have your attention a little bit, let me con- tradict my statement a little. One week before the Thorp. T-18, N-137RT, was to leave for Rockford, it was ... 
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DO YOU TRUST YOUR PROP SHOP? By Norm Ginn, EAA 10591 6512 Forbes Ave., Van Nuys, Calif.



F COURSE you do, unless you have had reason not to! If you see a building at the local airport that reads O "AJAX PROPELLER SERVICE, FAA 137", right away you figure that this guy knows about propellers or the FAA wouldn't have given him a certification number. Maybe this guy made wooden props for the Wright brothers and, at the age of 90, he still makes propellers to your specifications or makes duplicate propellers for the older airplanes. With so many years of experience, he may even whip you out a scimitar propeller for your racer. In this case, he will not have a license for pitching metal props or for overhauling controllable props for the Lockheed "Electra"' or for someone's "Bonanza." Now that I have your attention a little bit, let me contradict my statement a little. One week before the Thorp T-18, N-137RT, was to leave for Rockford, it was decided that the propeller needed a couple of degrees more pitch. The trip to Santa Monica Airport was a short one from Van Nuys, even on the crowded San Diego freeway. As we pulled up in front of the "Santa Monica Propeller Service", we noticed a fellow working on the business end of a trim looking "Tailwind" which we knew wasn't a local homebuilt. Of course, we introduced ourselves and soon learned why our friend was pulling the prop. Ralph Morehouse of Minneapolis, Minn., was really enjoying his flight over the state of California when, without warning, the engine almost shook itself out of the airframe. Ralph shut the engine down immediately, and right below them was an airport which we know as Delano Air-



"Sorry about that!"



port, just a few miles north of Bakersfield. Dead stick it



him to install them. Ralph, wife and "Tailwind" made the short trip to the Santa Monica prop shop with no further problems. Now comes the important part of the story which I started to bring out at the beginning. Ray Fulton, owner of the shop, checked the bushings and found that they were too short, which transferred the shear load from the bushing to the bolt. It took some 2,000 miles for this transaction to happen, but it finally was managed. About 40 miles more, one "Tailwind" and passengers would have been over some pretty rugged mountains with no airports below. The correct bushings were installed and another homebuilt and crew were on their way without worrying about the same thing happening again. The T-18 prop was now being pitched, as we were going to try for a one-day hop to Rockford. This usually takes about a week, but once again and in the same day, Ray was trying to help another homebuilt to be on its way. Ray doesn't only service homebuilts, for he also did the propeller for Darrel Greenmayer's F8F, the racing P-51s belonging to Lacy, Weaver, Maytag, Weiner and Allender, and he also manufactured the stick for the famous "Shoestring." Also in the shop for overhaul was a five-blade fan for a Hawker "Sea Fury." With 20 years at this sort of work, I think I will ask him if he could come up with a propeller for my "Miniplane." So, as you fellows in my home town of Independence, Mo., or you guys in Hoboken, N.J. finish reading this, you are all probably saying to yourselves . . . "This is a real good deal for those guys in California." Did you ever hear of making a box for your prop? Did you ever hear of motor freight? Sure, motor freight costs a little, but you wouldn't think of letting the local blacksmith touch your prop, would you? Some of you bought an engine from an ad that read . . . "Overhauled and inspected" . . . and you don't even know if the guy was an A & E, but you are really fussy about the propeller. Remember, the propeller is only as good as the engine that drives it, and vice-versa. What good is a propeller and engine with two lousy magnetos



was, and first out on the field to meet them was a local



and a bad carburetor? It all adds up to this: If you have



crop duster who Ralph later learned was a former resident of his home state of Minnesota. Inspection as to why the engine started vibrating quickly showed that four out of the six hub bolts were gone! Knowing that all were safety-wired before the trip, the only thing they could figure was that the propeller bolt nuts were not tightened enough. This complete installation was done by a Minnesota propeller shop. Ralph's new friend drove him to Bakersfield for new propeller bolts and nuts, and helped



a good prop, a good engine, two good magnetos and a good carburetor, you're in business. But, if any of these items were just dunked in a can of solvent and called "overhauled", then you are in trouble! I forgot to mention that I wasn't paid for this plug, but I did get two free cups of coffee while standing



"Darned if I didn't get it on backwards again!"



around. You could get the same, as this is part of the hospitality of Santa Monica Propeller Service at 3100 Airport Ave., Municipal Airport, Santa Monica, Calif. ® SPORT AVIATION
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How do you say ____? 

Je suis dÃ©solÃ© ............................................................................................. I'm sorry. S'il vous plaÃ®t .................................................................................................. Please. Merc
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Do you know video games ? Now, count your points ! CONCLUSION ! 

2) Have you got an Xbox360 or a PS3? a) yes I have both. b) no I haven't. c) No, but I play at my friend's. 3) How many video games have you got? a) 0. b) more ...
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Do You “MIND”?™ 

Jun 26, 2007 - Please Contact: [email protected] www.NeuroSky.com. 408-200-6678. 226 Airport Parkway, #638. San Jose, CA 95110. NeuroSkySM, Inc.
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Move Like You Do 

Jun 20, 2016 - Bonus: After 5th Rotation, dance last 16 counts (diagonal hops for M-O-V-E lyrics) and. Restart. A. KNEE POPS, STEP, Â¼ PIVOT, STEP, CROSS ...
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Do You Love Me 

also available from iTunes or tescodigital (start on vocals, approx 16 secs). 56. STEPPIN'OFF. THEPage www.linedancermagazine.com. Approved by: 4 WALL ...
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do you sign your resume cover letter dbid 6p87 
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"Cruise" Prop or "Climb" Prop? 

B;y Ralph D. Korngold (EAA 2208). 385 Wilton Avenue. Palo Alto, California 94306. LLMOST INVARIABLY WHEN a new aircraft has been flown for the first time ...
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How Do You 403 Forbidden 

Zistoir dans la kour product details Get from genuine website >> http://urlzz.org/amasco21/pdx/14b1p1am/ Tags: download ebook 403 forbidden - scam or work?: des plumes dans la tete 2003 download, best price des livres solution spirituelle fresh data:
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Why Do You Write? - kakizoli 

Mar 10, 2018 - If a extra traditional workshop is largely based mostly on trial and error - write a narrative and we'll inform you what's improper with it - my ...
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What you do, what you say Has a lot to do in how you live ... - locos26 

What you do, what you say. Has a lot to do in how you live today. What you want, and what you make,. Everybody knows it's only what you take. What you see ...
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"Cruise" Prop or "Climb" Prop? 

ent of changing the nameplate and the main metering jet. â€” and leaving the rest to the propeller manufacturer. The only difference between an A-65 and an ...
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Thank You For Your Purchase 

-100 "Must-Have" Programs for $19.99!- http://www.biz-ebooks-and-software.biz/. BUSINESS SOFTWARE AND EBOOKS. -50 Sizzling Hot Products for $19.97-.
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What do you like to do in the future? 

I want to be a mechanic (k) / a cook / a chef /. A nurse / a midwife / an eye doctor / a surgeon /. A plumber (b) / a brick-layer / an electrician / a house painter.
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Prop Balancing 

Alternator or generator failure, attachment bracket cracks, thrown drive belts c. Vacuum pump failure d. Wiring harness failure, chaffing, terminal end work ...
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do you speak science comprendre et communiquer 

If you are areader who likes to download do you speak science comprendre ... your laptop, Kindle or iPhone, there are more options now than ever before.
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Excuse me, do you have some change? 

A: J' ai un billet de cent, et il me faudrait un billet de cinquante, deux billets de vingt, un billet de cinq, quatre pi`eces de un et dix pi`eces de dix centimes.
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4 â€œWhat do you want to do?â€� she said. â€œWhatever you want to do 

The ample bowl of demons and of men,. There lurks ... â€œIs it wrong for the man to be considerate towards his partner?â€� ..... -a female victim persecuted by a villain.
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do you speak science comprendre et communiquer 

Save this Book to Read do you speak science comprendre et communiquer en anglais scientifique hors collection french PDF eBook at our Online Library.
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What Would You Do? - Libertes & Internets 

13 janv. 2012 - ... is a term used in â€œStar struction of Iran's nuclear facilities at think that this ... rael take a lethal buller in the name to preserve Israel's existence.
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Do You Like Horny Bunnies? 2 - CGLand 

that... They fully designed and voiced Yukari! You can see why people mistake him for a girl ^^; ... I feel sorry for her.*. Continue to kiss her until she's satisfied.*.
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why don't you do right - jazzplus1 

Ebm7. Why don't you do right? Ebm7. F7+5 Bbm7 %. Like some other men do. F#7. F7. Get out of here and. F#7. F7 Bbm7 F7/+5. Give me some money too.
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do you remember kunan poshpora dbid 23cu2 
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How do you User Review 

amiens,dressage chien evere,test quelle chien vous correspond,dressage pour chien pas cher,dressage chien drome,cours de dressage chien cholet,dressage ...
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How Do You NaÃƒÂ®tre Femme 

Get from original page --> http://urlzz.org/fabienr/pdx/5b2p8am/ .... movie subtitles,la femme price list,la femme nikita tv series youtube,la femme salesbury, ...
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